RULES FOR THE CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS OF PRO PATRIMONIO FOUNDATION
1. What does becoming a Pro Patrimonio member imply?
The people who wish to support the Foundation’s actions and become actively involved in actions of
rescue, protection and value augmentation of Romanian built heritage can become members.
The category of members they can choose from is: paying members (those who support activities
through an annual fee) and volunteer members (those who offer time and volunteer work for the
Foundation’s actions.)
The Foundation chooses its honorary members annually from the people with important involvement
who obtain notable results in the field of protection, rescue and value augmentation of heritage.
2. What are the membership benefits?
All paying members have the following benefits:
- are informed about specific projects and actions run by the Foundation, announcements and
cultural events related to architectural heritage through a newsletter
- free visits of heritage properties and buildings in the Foundation’s possession
- you can use your membership card to enter sites cared for by INTO members all over the globe
https://www.into.org/places/ (*)
- can get accommodation on the Foundation’s heritage properties with 30% discount;
- 50% off on Foundation publications
- are invited to informal reunions organized by the Foundation
- may formulate ideas, proposals, projects, problems related to heritage
- may attend one of the workshops organized annually by the Foundation with a significant
discount within the limit of available places
3. How can I become a member of Pro Patrimonio?
To become a paying member, complete the online form and pay the annual fee. In case of non-payment,
the membership rights are retracted for the ongoing year. The fee shall be paid in the account open at
Banca Transilvania, Piața Romană Branch, Bucharest, Romania:
RON RO87 BTRLRON CRT0P 5783 7902
EURO RO02 BTRLEUR CRT0P 5783 7901
with SWIFT code BTRLRO22.
Starting with 1 January 2021 membership fees are as follows:
300 RON for Romanian members / 60 EUR for members from all other countries countries and it
covered the period 01.01.2021 – 31.12.2021.
4. What are the obligations of members?
Paying members are obligated to:
- adhere to the common view expressed by the Foundation regarding different heritage
matters. If there are different opinions regarding certain matters, members are asked to express
their opinion, but respect the majority decision;
- pay the annual fee;
- respect the existing rules.
Thank you for being a member of the PRO PATRIMONIO Foundation and for sharing our values,
for choosing to support our activity and become involved in the rescue, protection and value
augmentation of the Romanian built heritage.

(*) INTO Places benefits https://www.into.org/places/
Where will your membership take you?
INTO works with the world's heritage trusts to make your membership go further.
Are you a member of one of our participating organisations? If so, you can use your membership card to
enter sites cared for by INTO members all over the globe.
This map shows the many places your membership could take you. Check the local visiting arrangements
and admission information by visiting the website of our participating trusts listed below.
FAQs: What is INTO Places all about?
INTO exists to ‘promote the conservation and enhancement of the heritage of all nations for the benefit of
the people of the world and future generations’.
To help bring this mission to life, many of our member trusts offer free entry to each other’s properties.
Is it the same as reciprocal visiting?
Yes! These reciprocal arrangements are now managed through INTO.
Organisations extend complimentary admission to the members of other participating organisations – and
in return offer their own members free visits to an extraordinary range of properties around the world.
How does it work?
All you need to do is join your local national organisation.
Then, with a valid membership card from a participating organisation, you can experience and show your
support for international heritage.
Think global, act local!
What do I need to do?
If you're planning a visit overseas and want to make the most of your membership card, it's always worth
checking in advance directly with the Trust at your destination.
Each participating organisation is responsible for managing its own access and as result there may be local
variation in arrangements.

